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Abstract 33 

Background: String-pulling tasks have been used for centuries to study coordinated bimanual motor 34 

behavior and problem solving. String pulling is rapidly learned, ethologically grounded, and has been 35 

applied to many species and disease conditions. Assessment of string-pulling behaviors is labor intensive 36 

due to the lack of integrated hardware and software systems for training and analyzing the behavior or for 37 

synchronizing measurements with neurophysiological recordings.  38 

New Method: We present the PANDA system (Pulling And Neural Data Analysis), a system that utilizes 39 

a continuous string loop connected to a rotary encoder, feeder, microcontroller, high-speed camera, and 40 

analysis software for assessment and training of string-pulling behaviors and synchronization with neural 41 

recording data.  42 

Results: We demonstrate this system in unimplanted rats and rats implanted with electrodes in motor 43 

cortex and hippocampus and show how the PANDA system can be used to assess relationships between 44 

paw movements and single-unit and local-field activity. 45 

Comparison with Existing Method(s): String-pulling is typically shaped by tying food reward to the 46 

end of a string and manually scoring behavior. Consequently, string-pulling bouts are short and require 47 

frequent manual re-baiting. The system presented here automates training, integrates deep-learning 48 

guided video tracking and behavior assessment. Importantly, automation dramatically increases the length 49 

of string pulled to >100 meters per 15-minute session.  50 

Conclusions: The PANDA system will be of general use to researchers investigating motor control, 51 

motivation, and motor disorders such as Parkinson’s disease, Huntington’s disease, and stroke. It will also 52 

support the investigation of neural mechanisms involved in sensorimotor integration. 53 

Keywords 54 

string pulling, motor control, Parkinson’s disease, hippocampus, motor cortex, automation 55 

Highlights 56 

• High-speed tracking of continuous grasping and pulling behaviors. 57 

• Automated and adaptive reinforcement of string-pulling behavior. 58 

• Integration with neural recording and video tracking systems. 59 

• Open-source software and hardware. 60 

Graphical Abstract 61 

Supplemental Files 62 

The supplemental pdf contains additional designs and behavioral data and has been uploaded. This 63 

information can also be found at the main GitHub String Pulling System repository. 64 

 65 

Source code and 3D and laser cut design files can be found at: 66 

https://github.com/CowenLab/String_Pulling_System/  67 

 68 
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Videos are in the GitHub repository at: 69 

https://github.com/CowenLab/String_Pulling_System/tree/main/Videos 70 

Pulling and Neural Data Analysis (PANDA) 71 

Introduction 72 

Skilled reaching movement in a variety of species are studied extensively in the fields of 73 

ethology, motor control, motor learning, and movement disorders [1]. The investigation of skilled motor 74 

behavior in animal models has advanced our understanding of the neural basis for motor control [2–5], 75 

movement disorders such as Parkinson’s Disease [6–9], brain-machine interfaces [10–13], motor recovery 76 

following stroke [14,15], spinal cord injury [16], and traumatic brain injury [17,18]. The ability to extend 77 

findings from animal models to human behavior is facilitated by the similarities in grasping behaviors in 78 

rodents, non-human primates, and human subjects [19]. Several canonical reaching behaviors have been 79 

studied extensively in rodents. These include food-pellet grasping tasks [20–23], the vermicelli handling 80 

test [24], where animals bimanually manipulate pieces of pasta, the accelerating rotarod test [25] in which 81 

rodents balance on a rotating rod, and the string-pulling task that requires bimanual pulling of a string to 82 

obtain a reward [26,27]. 83 

While each of these tasks is useful, they have limitations. For instance, the rotarod test produces 84 

only one behavioral outcome measure (time to fall) which limits the evaluation of fine motor control and 85 

the collection of neural data. In contrast, while the single-paw center-out test or skilled pellet-reaching 86 

task involve complex grasping behaviors [23,28], these tasks typically involve considerable manual video 87 

scoring to identify movements, involve considerable amount of training, and do not require bimanual 88 

coordination. These tasks are also compromised when animals prefer a specific limb due to natural 89 

preference or due to a lesion/manipulation [17,29]. Limb preference can slow training on the task and 90 

complicate interpretation of the data. Bimanual tasks, such as the vermicelli handling test [24] and string-91 

pulling can overcome these limitations. For example, the vermicelli task requires the complex bimanual 92 

manipulation of an object; however, assessment of performance requires time-intensive manual 93 

segmentation of paw movement [24] and movement time [30], and this is made more difficult by the 94 

unconstrained position of the animal relative to the camera or observer.  95 

String-pulling behaviors have received renewed interest as they overcome many of the limitations 96 

of the previously described tasks. String-pulling has been used to assess behavior in more than 160 97 

species [1] and have been recently used for the investigation of motor control, movement disorders, and 98 

stroke [26,31,32]. In the typical rodent version of this task, baited strings are draped over the walls of the 99 

animal’s cage. Animals then make paw-over-paw movements to pull the strings to access rewards tied to 100 

the end. This bimanual action is similar to motions naturally performed when pulling nesting material or 101 

plants for food [31] and climbing. Perhaps for this reason, rodent versions of this task requires less than a 102 

week of training [26]. Despite the usefulness of string-pulling behaviors for basic and translational 103 

research, no integrated system currently exists for the automated training and assessment of string-pulling 104 
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or for the synchronizing of string-pulling data (e.g., paw trajectory and acceleration and string speed) with 105 

neural recording data. 106 

Here we describe the PANDA system (Pulling And Neural Data Analysis), an open-source 107 

hardware and software system for training, controlling, and analyzing motor behavior and its neural 108 

correlates during string-pulling. We also demonstrate the system’s usefulness for characterizing precise 109 

bimanual movements in rats (see Figure 1) and associating these movements with neural activity (Figure 110 

4). The PANDA system allows for measurement of behavioral features such as string speed, paw 111 

trajectory, movement phase, and animal posture as well as triggering the automatic food delivery for a 112 

specified or algorithmically determined length of string pulled. A key feature of the system is a 113 

“continuous loop” (see Crutchfield, 1939) of string connected through a pulley system and attached rotary 114 

encoder (Figure 2). This design encourages animals to pull longer string distances than traditional 115 

procedures (> 100 meters per 15-minute training session) and automatically reinforces animals with liquid 116 

food reward for pulling pre-specified distances. Traditional assessment of reaching behavior and paw 117 

Figure 1. Video Tracking and Behavioral Data: A) Still photos from video recordings of two rats acquired during separate 

recording sessions. Dots on the left photo indicate automated tracking of the nose and paws using DeepLabCut. B) Paw tracking 

and automatic segmentation of the 5 phases of string pulling (lift, advance, grasp, push, pull) for a 20-minute behavioral session (33 

bouts). Plots for the left and right paw are separated by 100 pixels in the x dimension to improve visualization (to limit overlap). C-

E) Trajectories for a single 7s bout of string pulling. C) Paw and nose tracking during a single 7-second pulling bout. X data is 

expanded relative to Y (see scale bars) to improve visualization of the left and right paw. D) String speed as measured from the 

rotary encoder during the 7-second bout. E) X and y position of each paw during the 7-second bout. F) String speed through the 

entire 20-minute training session with each bout indicated as a spike in speed. Red indicates the bout presented in plots C-E. 
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trajectories involves manual frame-by-frame scoring which is a time intensive process [24,26,31]. The 118 

integration of the string-pulling system with a high-speed (≥ 350 frames per second (FPS)) camera allows 119 

automated tracking of paw and nose position and the precise segmentation of the reach/grasp movements 120 

into specific phases [31]. Finally, we demonstrate how output from the PANDA system is synchronized 121 

with neural recording data acquired from the rodent motor cortex and hippocampus to achieve 122 

millisecond-level assessment of neural responses to each movement (Figure 4). We also show how these 123 

recordings can be used to identify neurons that respond to specific reach/grasp phases and how the 124 

detailed analysis of the string-pulling behavior could improve assessment of dysfunction in animal 125 

models of Parkinson’s Disease (PD). System and analysis code, 3D files for 3D printing, and circuit 126 

diagrams are available on GitHub (https://github.com/CowenLab/String_Pulling_System). 127 

Methods 128 

System Design Overview 129 

The two main objectives of the PANDA system are 1) to facilitate precise assessment of 130 

bimanual behaviors and 2) to quantify their neurophysiological correlates. A photo schematic and images 131 

of key components of the system are shown in Figure 2ab. Here we describe the application of the 132 

PANDA system for monitoring a single string/rotary encoder; however, the described system also accepts 133 

input from a second rotary encoder for a dual-string setup (e.g., for 2-choice behaviors). Components of 134 

the system and manufacturers are listed in Table 1. A table with full website links is also provided in 135 

Supplementary Table 1. Major components include an elevated platform for the rat with a solenoid-136 

controlled feeder at one end and the string apparatus at the other. The string apparatus consists of a loop 137 

of cotton string attached to a pulley system with one pulley being connected to a rotary encoder for 138 

measurement of string speed and direction. An Arduino-compatible microcontroller tracks string speed 139 

and pulled distance and triggers liquid reward (Ensure™) delivery by activating a solenoid valve. Outputs 140 

from the microcontroller encode events such as string speed and food delivery and send these signals to 141 

an attached PC (via USB) and/or a neural data acquisition system. For the experiments reported here, we 142 

used the Intan neural recording system (Intan Technologies Inc.), but any system that accepts digital or 143 

analog input will work. A high-speed camera (> 350 FPS, Allied Vision Inc.) collects video data of body, 144 

head, and paw movement which is processed off-line using DeepLabCut [33]. Software for controlling 145 

the PANDA system and for processing acquired video and string-pulling data is described below and 146 

available at https://github.com/CowenLab/String_Pulling_System.  147 
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 148 

Figure 2 A) Schematic of the data acquisition and experiment control system. Arrows indicate the flow of information from 149 
sensors (e.g., camera, rotary encoder, neural signals) and signals for the control of events such as food and cue delivery. B) Photo 150 
of the simplest version of the system and components. Red box: Continuous loop of string positioned around a series of pulleys. 151 
Orange box: rotary encoder. Blue box: elevated platform. Green box: Food dispenser connected to a solenoid feeder for 152 
delivering liquid food (gravity fed, solenoid not shown). Yellow box: High-speed camera with a ring light. C) Connections and 153 
pinout for the single-microcontroller version of the system using an Arduino Uno microcontroller. Key inputs and outputs are 154 
indicated. D) Schematic connection with the camera that allows synchronization of each frame with neural/behavioral data. The 155 
frame signal and ground are sent to the acquisition system through a BNC cable. The power for the camera is provided by the 156 
USB connection. E) Flow chart of the post-processing pipeline of the neural, experiment control, and video data. F) Open-source 157 
3d printed pulleys and wheels used for the string-pulley system, camera mount, and pre-training string-pulling chamber. G) 158 
Laser-cut designs for 1) mounting the pulleys and wheels on the extruded aluminum frame, 2) pre-cut base for mounting the 159 
microcontrollers and relays in the control box, and 3) the elevated platform.  160 
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 161 

Monitoring Speed and Distance Pulled with a Rotary Encoder 162 

String pulling speed and distance were detected using a two-phase rotary encoder with a 163 

resolution of 600 pulses per rotation (see Table 1 for supplier and model). Signals from the encoder were 164 

processed by an Arduino-compatible microcontroller to provide real-time measures of rotation speed, 165 

direction (up or down), and string length pulled. To reduce computational demands on the Arduino and 166 

the data acquisition system, incoming pulses from the rotary encoder were downsampled from 600 to 30 167 

pulses (tics) per rotation resulting in a resolution of 18 degrees or ~0.34 cm of string pulled per tic. Initial 168 

calibration of the number of tics per centimeter of string pulled was determined by manually pulling the 169 

string a known distance and measuring the number of tics. Calibration only needs to be performed once.  170 

This single-microcontroller system was quite effective for shaping and assessing simple string-171 

pulling behaviors such as rewarding animals for a given length of string pulled. We found that a dual-172 

microcontroller setup was more practical for more complex experiment control scenarios involving 173 

additional inputs, effectors, and complex contingencies. In this variant, one controller was dedicated to 174 

monitoring the rotary encoder and another was dedicated to experiment control (e.g., processing inputs, 175 

calculating reward contingencies, triggering effectors, etc). The wiring for the dual-microcontroller 176 

version of the system is presented in Supplementary Figure 1.  177 

The entire system can operate autonomously without requiring a connected PC or data acquisition 178 

system. However, for synchronization and logging, digital and USB serial output from the 179 

microcontroller indicating rotary encoder rotation, direction, distance pulled, and events such as the 180 

delivery of reward can be sent to a data collection PC via serial output (USB) and/or to a neural data 181 

acquisition system via 5V TTL pulses (see Data Acquisition and Synchronization with Neural Data 182 

below). 183 

String System Hardware Design and Construction 184 

The continuous loop of string was made by looping the string over the rotary encoder and 3 185 

pulleys mounted on the corners of a C-shaped adjustable frame (Figure 2b). The frame was made of 2020 186 

aluminum (Zyltech Houston, Texas, United States, see Figure 2b). Each pulley used low-friction steel-187 

Table 1. Parts and Suppliers. System cost without the neural recording system 

is approximately $1200. 
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bearing wheels used in most 3D printers (Table 1). Wheels were either embedded in a 3D printed shell in 188 

the shape of a pulley or two wheels were sandwiched together with a nut and bolt to form a pulley (see 189 

Figure 2b and 2f). The continuous loop of string was wrapped once around (360 degrees) the wheel 190 

connected to the rotary encoder to reduce slipping and increase accuracy. The C-shaped aluminum frame 191 

housing the pulley system was positioned at one end of the elevated rectangular platform (20 cm x 50 192 

cm). The top of the frame was at least 40 cm above the platform so that it could not be grasped by the rat 193 

and would not interfere with video recording. This platform was constructed from painted wood and 194 

extruded aluminum and had a liquid food reward port at one end. An elevated platform was used as it 195 

discouraged animals from jumping off the apparatus, allowed animals to easily view allocentric cues, and 196 

eliminated opportunities for the animal to hit their neural implant against a wall. Designs for a laser-cut 197 

version of the elevated platform (Figure 2g) are provided in the GitHub repository. While the elevated 198 

platform was optimized for neural recording, we also developed a fully enclosed and non-elevated 199 

training chamber that was useful for pre-training (Figure 2f right). Designs for the FDM-printed and 200 

fully enclosed chamber are provided on the GitHub site. 201 

Software and Hardware used for 3D Design and Manufacturing 202 

3D printed parts such as pulleys and mounts were manufactured in-house using a Creality CR-203 

10S FDM printer (Creality Inc., https://creality3d.shop/). Laser cut parts were manufactured using a 204 

Sculpfun S9 laser cutter (Sculpfun Inc., https://www.sculpfun3d.com/). All 3D (.stl) and laser cut (.dxf) 205 

designs and files are available in the GitHub repository. 3D printing and laser cut files were created using 206 

SolidWorks (https://solidworks.com) or Autodesk Fusion 360 (https://autodesk.com). 207 

Video Monitoring of Behavior 208 

A high-speed video camera was mounted on a 2020 aluminum frame and placed 60 cm in front of 209 

(facing) the rat (Figure 2b). A second camera was mounted 80 cm above the rat to monitor the location of 210 

the animal. Each camera sent a digital pulse to the acquisition system at the start of each frame allowing 211 

frame-by-frame synchronization of behavioral and neural data. Video from the string-facing camera was 212 

captured using a Mako monochrome U-130b camera (Allied Vision, Stadtroda, Germany) configured 213 

using the Image Acquisition Toolbox in Matlab 2019b or StreamPix Lite software (NorPix Inc, Montreal, 214 

Canada). It should be noted that Allied Vision has recently replaced the Mako camera with the Alvium 215 

1800 U-040, and this camera has similar or superior features to the Mako. A frame rate of 367 FPS was 216 

achieved using the Mako camera at 600 x 850-pixel resolution (grayscale). This high sampling rate 217 

increased tracking precision and reduced motion blur during fast grasping motions relative to standard 30 218 

or 60 FPS USB cameras. The quality of the video was improved by using a ring light (UBeeSize, City of 219 

Industry, California, United States, see Figure 2b). The camera and ring light were secured to the 2020 220 

aluminum arm with a custom 3D printed mount (Figure 2d).  221 

Data Acquisition and Synchronization with Neural Data 222 

Output from the string-pulling system microcontroller is sent to 1) an acquisition computer via 223 

USB and 2) to a neural data acquisition system through digital TTL signals. Data sent via USB indicating 224 

experimental events and data was also recorded as a comma-separated-value file on the host PC by using 225 

a common serial communication program (Putty, https://putty.org/). These data included rotary encoder 226 

movement (resolution of 1/20th of a turn or 18 degrees), the direction of the rotation, and events such as 227 

the time of food delivery, and beam-breaks from laser proximity sensory (Pololu Inc.). Digital pulses 228 

relaying this same information were also sent to the neural acquisition system. 229 
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Post-Processing Collected Video Data 230 

Once data was collected in the formats described above, it was post-processed according to 231 

procedures summarized in Figure 2e. Video was recorded as uncompressed .avi files and then 232 

compressed to .mp4 format using Format Factory (Free Time, Inc.). Video recording was triggered 233 

shortly after the data acquisition system began recording data to ensure that the first frame was logged. 234 

Video files were processed using DeepLabCut [33] to extract paw and nose position in each frame 235 

(described below). Frames were selected from the raw video (typically 108 frames) and manually scored 236 

to identify the paw and the nose. This scored data formed the training and testing sets, and DeepLabCut 237 

was trained for ~730,000 iterations on an 85:15 train:test split until loss converged to 0.003. Analysis 238 

with the network produced CSV files containing the positions of the tracked paws and nose as well as a 239 

confidence measure for each position estimate. These data were filtered further in DeepLabCut using an 240 

autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) filter (AR=3 and MA=1). These data were loaded 241 

into Matlab for the extraction of additional features (e.g., paw speed, angle between the paws, position 242 

relative to the nose, and automatically segment each pull into lift, advance, grasp, pull, and push phases).  243 

Validation of Paw Tracking 244 

 DeepLabCut provides validation metrics such as distance in pixels of the estimated feature 245 

positions from the manually labeled positions in the training and testing sets of images. Analyses of these 246 

data showed a 1.04-pixel (~0.027 cm) error for the training split images and a 4.33-pixel (~0.105 cm) 247 

error for the test images. For our video recording configuration, rat paws had widths of ~35 pixels or 248 

~0.92 cm, which was approximately 9-fold wider than our test error (4.33 pixels, ~0.105 cm).  249 

Behavioral Segmentation 250 

Each pull of the string was automatically segmented into reach and withdrawal phases as well as 251 

more fine-grained “lift, advance, grasp, pull, and push” phases. These phases were comparable to those 252 

described in Blackwell et al., [34] (See Figure 1b, 3cd). This was accomplished through a three-step 253 

process. First, the time series of vertical (y) paw data was smoothed (Matlab: movmean() with a 4 second 254 

window) and band-pass filtered (1-8 Hz). The Hilbert transform of this output yielded a continuous 255 

measure of pull phase (Matlab: angle(hilbert(y_data))). Second, the velocity (positive up, negative down) 256 

and acceleration were determined from the x and y time-series data. Third, data each paw was analyzed 257 

cycle-by-cycle to identify the categorical label of each pull phase (e.g., lift, advance, grasp, pull). For 258 

example, the transition from “pull” to “push” was determined as the time when the paw position during a 259 

downward motion (negative velocity) reached its maximum eccentricity in the x dimension. Segmentation 260 

accuracy of the automated procedure was confirmed visually by comparing videos of each reach or 261 

withdrawal to the output of the automated procedure. 262 

Training the String-Pulling Behavior 263 

Prior to training, rats were handled for 10-30 minutes per day for 1-2 weeks to accustom them to 264 

experimenters. At the onset of training, rats were food-restricted according to the Institutional Animal 265 

Care and Use Committee (IACUC) guidelines and weighed after each training session. Food was 266 

provided to ensure that animals remained ≥ 85% of their free-feeding weight. Training the string-pulling 267 

behavior was modeled on previously published  procedures [26] but modified to allow habituation of the 268 

rats to the elevated platform and to reinforcement through the solenoid-driven liquid food feeder 269 

(Ensure™). Animals were trained in the string-pulling behavior in 3 phases with the performance 270 

criterion being that each animal achieve ≥ 20 bouts of string pulling of ≥ 1 meter per bout during a single 271 

20-minute training session. All rats described here reached this criterion in 7-14 days. While this was the 272 
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minimum threshold, many animals exceeded this level of performance with one animal pulling > 700 273 

meters in a 1-hour session. 274 

Phase 1 – pull in home cage: As in [26], animals were habituated in a walled arena or home cage 275 

with 20 strings of lengths 30-100 cm draped over the edge. Half of these strings were baited with a 276 

Cheerio. The rats were allowed to interact with and pull the string to receive the reward. Initially, animals 277 

were encouraged to pull by receiving a half Cheerio for a partial pull of the string. Rats were left in the 278 

arena for one hour or until all strings were pulled inside the cage. This continued for two sessions. During 279 

Phase 1, rats were also placed on the string-pulling platform for 5-10 minutes/day without the string or 280 

food reward so that they would become accustomed to the elevated platform. During Phase 1, a small 281 

amount of Ensure was placed in each animal’s home cage to habituate them to the reward. 282 

Phase 2 – manual reinforcement on platform: Rats were placed on the elevated string-pulling 283 

platform and rewarded for investigating the string by hand-feeding with Cheerios. Animals quickly began 284 

pulling the vertical string for short bouts and were hand-fed each time 1-meter of string was pulled. The 285 

length required for reinforcement was gradually increased to 3 meters until this length was pulled 3-4 286 

times during a 30-minute training session. This performance was typically achieved in 1 day at which 287 

point training moved to Phase 3. 288 

 Phase 3 – automated shaping: Rats were placed on the elevated platform and were rewarded 289 

with Ensure (via solenoid) delivered to a dish 120 cm from the string. Shaping and reward delivery was 290 

controlled by the microcontroller where reward was initially delivered for any movement of the string and 291 

then the criterion distance was gradually as animals consistently pulled each target distance (e.g., 5cm, 20 292 

cm, 50cm, 100cm) until the criterion for that day was met. 293 

Animals 294 

Data collected from n = 14 rats are reported here from a variety of experiments that demonstrate 295 

the utility of the system under various experimental conditions. All animals were male, Sprague-Dawley 296 

rats (~275-350 g at time of arrival; Envigo RMC Inc., Indianapolis, IN) and were single housed in a 297 

temperature and humidity-controlled room on a 12-hr reverse light/dark cycle. Food and water were 298 

provided ad libitum for the duration of the habituation period. When training began the rats were food 299 

restricted to 85% of their body weight. All animal procedures were in accordance with University of 300 

Arizona IACUC and federal NIH guidelines for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals. Animals were 301 

divided into the following groups: Single-Unit Recording in M1 and striatum (n=2), Local-field 302 

Recording in the Dorsal Hippocampus (n = 6), Naïve Non-implanted rats (n = 6) for assessment of 303 

learning, and an Animal model of Parkinson’s disease (n = 3 for investigator-scored experiment and n = 304 

1 for the automated string pulling apparatus experiment) and sham-lesioned animals (n = 3). 305 

Stereotaxic Surgeries for Rats Implanted with Chronic Microdrives 306 

On the day of surgery, rats were anesthetized using 1.0 - 2.0% isoflurane in oxygen (flow rate 1.5 307 

L/min) and placed into a stereotaxic apparatus. The microdrive was centered over a craniotomy made on 308 

the right hemisphere (Coordinates relative to bregma: Hippocampal experiments:  ML: 2.0, AP -3.8 mm. 309 

M1 experiments: ML: 2.2 AP: 1.5mm). Tetrodes were constructed of four twisted polyimide-coated 310 

nichrome wires (13 µm diameter). General procedures for microdrive surgeries are described in [35,36]. 311 

Stereotaxic Surgeries for the Rat Parkinson’s disease model  312 

The unilateral 6-hydroxydopamine (6-OHDA) lesions to model PD were done as published in 313 

[37]. The lesions were done with 6-OHDA injection in the medial forebrain bundle, the coordinates for 314 
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the 6-OHDA injection relative to bregma: AP = −1.8 mm, ML = +2.0 mm, DV = −8.2 mm and AP= −2.8 315 

mm, ML = +1.8 mm, DV = −8.2 mm. Mean amphetamine-induced rotations of the animals included in 316 

the manual study were performed at 3-weeks post-lesion: 13.9 ± 5.1 SEM, indicating a >90% lesion. 317 

Data Analysis 318 

All post-processing, filtering, and statistical analyses were performed using Matlab2019b and 319 

Python 3.6. Statistical analyses were performed using Matlab or R with alpha = 0.05. Unless otherwise 320 

stated, the Holm–Bonferroni method was used for multiple comparisons corrections. 321 

Results 322 

The performance of the PANDA system with implanted and unimplanted rats was evaluated with 323 

animals trained as described under Methods: Training the String-Pulling Behavior. For most analyses, 324 

data was analyzed from 6 rats trained prior to microdrive implantation with the objective of each rat 325 

pulling an average of 2 meters of string per bout for > 10 bouts during a single 30-minute training session. 326 

A bout was defined as a period where the rotary encoder detected motion of the string for ≥ 1 second, and 327 

a bout ended when the rotary encoder was not moving for ≥ 1 second. The 6 rats described in Figure 3b 328 

required < 8 days to meet the 2-meters per bout goal. This level of behavior was maintained following 329 

implantation of chronic electrode arrays. These animals completed an average of 42 bouts/session, with 330 

individual bouts lasting ~7 seconds (Figure 3b). All behavioral metrics were calculated automatically 331 

from the data acquired from the rotary encoder, and thus did not require labor-intensive video scoring. 332 

Paw Kinematics 333 

Kinematic measures included nose and paw position, paw speed, acceleration, and the angle 334 

between paws. These measures were calculated using DeepLabCut and through analyses of DeepLabCut 335 

output in Matlab. The vertical position of the paw along with paw velocity (illustrated in Figure 3c) were 336 

used to determine the phase (angle) of the paw through each reach/withdraw cycle (Figure 3d). This was 337 

accomplished by performing a Hilbert transform and extracting phase from the y-data time series (e.g., 338 

Figure 1e, Matlab: angle(hilbert(y_time_series))). The start of each cycle was defined as the time when 339 

phase reached the peak of the y coordinate within each cycle. Visual inspection confirmed that this point 340 

corresponded to a time shortly preceding the animal grasping the string. Paw position (x, y, velocity, paw 341 

angle) information was used to automatically segment each pull cycle into discrete categories such as 342 

reach and withdrawal and more fine-grained categories such as advance, grasp, lift, pull, and push as 343 

described in Methods. Code segmenting pull cycles is provided on GitHub (Matlab: 344 

SPG_segment_reach_and_withdrawal()). 345 

 Consistent measures of paw movement and speed were acquired in all 6 animals (Figure 3e-h). 346 

Figure 3e shows mean string speed for each of the 6 rats as measured by the rotary encoder and aligned 347 

to the pull phase of the left paw. A more targeted analysis of the left paw alone (data from the high-speed 348 

camera + DeepLabCut) is shown in Figure 3g. These data indicate that paw speed was notably fastest 349 

during the lift and advance phases. Speed is presented as z scores for visualization purposes as it 350 

normalizes inter-animal differences in mean movement speed. Mean movement velocity (speed and 351 

direction) in the y dimension (cm/sec) and acceleration (cm/sec2) of the left paw for each animal are 352 

presented in Figure 3fh further demonstrating that each phase of the reach/pull movement is 353 

characterized by a unique kinematic profile. 354 
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 355 

Neural Responses to String Pulling 356 

 The capacity of the PANDA system to track paw, nose, and body movement with millisecond 357 

precision suggests applications for the investigation of the neural mechanisms underlying motor control, 358 

sensorimotor integration, and movement disorders. Here, we summarize data from the string-pulling 359 

system acquired from rats implanted with single-unit and local-field electrodes. To our knowledge, this is 360 

the first study to measure single-unit or local-field data during a string-pulling behavior. Figure 4a 361 

presents motor cortex (M1) single-unit activity (blue dots) overlaid on paw trajectories during the reach 362 

and withdrawal phase. In this example, the M1 neuron appears to respond selectively during the 363 

withdrawal phase. Figure 4b presents data from a second neuron with activity aligned to the start of the 364 

push phase. These data indicate that the neuron was strongly modulated by the pull phase with activity 365 

peaking shortly before the push phase. 366 

In a second set of experiments, local-field recordings were acquired from the dorsal hippocampus 367 

of 6 rats. In this study, neural responses to theta-band (4-12 Hz) oscillations were examined during the 368 

string-pulling behavior. Theta in the hippocampus of rodents is of interest as it is associated with memory 369 

formation and retrieval, sensorimotor integration, and spatial navigation [38,39]. There is considerable 370 

evidence that theta is impacted by animal motion and incoming sensorimotor information as theta power 371 

and frequency are modulated by running speed and acceleration [40–44]. Far less is known about the 372 

relationship between theta and the movement of individual limbs or during complex multi-phase 373 

Figure 3. A) Timeline for training rats on the string-pulling task. B) Behavioral performance of n = 6 rats after 10 days of 

training. Session duration was the time animals actively performed the task; n Bouts indicated the mean number of pulling bouts 

per session; Bout duration was the mean duration of each bout; Inter-bout interval indicates the time from the end of one bout to 

the start of the subsequent bout; Length per bout was the mean length of string pulled per bout; Total Dist Pulled was the total 

length of string pulled per session. C-H) Paw Kinematics: C) Paw position by automatically segmented pull phase from a single 

session (left paw). Data from Figure 1b. D) The polar plot indicates paw angle (angle) and pull speed (radius) for each 

segmented pull phase (color) for the session. The rightward asymmetry indicates the large increase in speed during the lift and 

advance phases. E) Paw velocity (D1 = first derivative of the y coordinate of the paw) for each phase of a pull cycle (n = 6 rats, 

mean +/- SEM). F) Paw velocity averaged per reach/pull phase. Consistent differences in D1 (positive = upward movement, 

negative = downward movement) were observed for each phase (p < 0.000001, One-way ANOVA, n = 6 rats) and were notably 

consistent between animals. G-H) As with E-F, except for acceleration (cm/sec2). Acceleration differed between each phase (p < 

0.00001, One-way ANOVA, n = 6). 
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behaviors such as grasping/pulling. Figure 4c-f present an example of local-field and kinematic measures 374 

acquired from a single rat. All data is aligned to the time of the video frame shown in Figure 4c. These 375 

data show clear theta-band activity during string pulling (Figure 4df). Kinematic data (string speed and 376 

paw position) are presented in Figure 4e. 377 

Mean spectral response averaged across the 6 rats indicated clear theta-band activity during string 378 

pulling (Figure 4g). Theta power and frequency were also analyzed as a function of the phase angle and 379 

phase label of the left paw (Figure 4hi) with the left paw being contralateral to the side of the implant. 380 

This analysis indicated that theta in rats was modulated by the phase of the reach/withdraw behavior, with 381 

theta power peaking during the push (Figure 4h) and frequency peaking near the start of the pull phase 382 

(Figure 4i). A video showing the aligned neural response to string pulling phase for an individual rat can 383 

be found in the GitHub repository. 384 

 385 

Figure 4. A) An example of an M1 neuron with a selective response to the withdrawal phase during string pulling. Action 

potentials are indicated as blue dots. B) Rastergram of the activity of another M1 with the timing of action potentials aligned to 

the start of the push phase. Top: rastergram with each row indicating a single string-pulling cycle. Middle: mean response (+/- 

SEM). Bottom: y position of left paw. C-F) Local field responses in the theta band (4-12 Hz) aligned to the time indicated by the 

video frame in C. D) Original and band-pass filtered (4-12 Hz) local field signal along with an instantaneous measure of power 

and frequency aligned to the frame indicate in C. E) Paw motion (from video) and string speed (from rotary encoder). F) Wavelet 

spectrogram indicating power in the theta band. G) Mean power spectral density across 6 rats indicating clear theta-band activity 

during string pulling. Data was restricted to times when the rat was actively pulling the string. H) Mean (+/-SEM, n = 6 rats) 

theta power measured as a function of the phase angle and segmented phase label of the left paw. This analysis indicated that 

theta in rats was modulated by the phase of the string-pulling behavior with theta power peaking during the push phase. I) As in 

H, but for the instantaneous measure of theta frequency. These data indicate that theta frequency peaked near the start of the pull 

phase. 
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String-pulling Behavior in the 6-OHDA Model of Parkinson’s Disease 386 

 To demonstrate that string-pulling behaviors have potential applications for translational research 387 

in Parkinson’s disease, we conducted experiments in unilateral 6-OHDA-lesioned rats [45]. Two 388 

experiments were performed. The first involved pre-training rats on the home-cage string-pulling 389 

behavior described in Blackwell et al. [34]. A subset of these animals was given 6-OHDA lesions and 390 

subsequently evaluated on the string-pulling behavior by blinded investigators. In the second experiment, 391 

a detailed kinematic analysis of reaching/pulling was performed using the automated string-pulling 392 

system described here. Lesions in all 6-OHDA animals were histologically verified to be >90% and 6-393 

OHDA animals exhibited amphetamine-induced rotations (mean rotation count of 13.9 ± 5.1). 394 

In the first experiment, n = 6 rats were trained using the methods described in Blackwell et al. 395 

[34] (in the home cage with baited strings draped over the walls, not on the elevated platform). After 396 

reaching criterion, n = 3 rats received 6-OHDA lesions and n = 3 received sham lesions. The mean time to 397 

complete the task (pull all 10 strings) and the number of missed grasps of the string by the contra-lesioned 398 

paw was significantly higher in the 6-OHDA group (Supplementary Figure 2). Semi-quantitative 399 

western verification of the 6-OHDA lesion for these animals is provided in Supplementary Figure 3. 400 

In the second experiment, a detailed analysis of paw kinematics of a single 6-OHDA lesioned 401 

animal was performed using the string-pulling system described here (elevated platform, high-speed 402 

camera). Kinematic data and histological verification through tyrosine hydroxylase immunoreactivity in 403 

the striatum are provided in Supplementary Figure 4. Unlike the previous experiment, this rat was only 404 

trained to perform the string-pulling task after the 6-OHDA lesion, indicating that lesioned animals can de 405 

novo acquire the behavior. Right vs. left differences in paw kinematics were observed in this animal 406 

during the grasp, pull, and push segments (Supplementary Figure 4a). The speed of the paw associated 407 

with the lesioned hemisphere (left paw) was faster than the right paw these phases (p < 0.05, Wilcoxson 408 

test, Holm correction). This was unexpected as Parkinson’s disease is associated with motor slowing. 409 

That said, this single example is primarily illustrative as it lacks a pre-lesion measure that would control 410 

for an inherent side preference. Even so, these data indicate that PD-associated alterations in performance 411 

could be identified in this behavior and that PD-model animals can learn and perform this task. Future 412 

work could investigate whether dopamine loss is associated with aberrant grasp/clasp behaviors as has 413 

been shown following motor cortex lesions [46]. 414 

Discussion 415 

 Forms of string-, grass-, or rope-pulling behaviors have been observed in >160 species [1,47]. 416 

These complex, yet rapidly learned behaviors allow in-depth assessment of bimanual motor dynamics and 417 

cognition. Interest in string pulling has grown given their utility for investigating motor function and the 418 

behavioral and neural consequences of motor disease and stroke [17,32]. Training and scoring animal 419 

behavior on string pulling tasks is typically performed manually. Here we describe PANDA, a hardware 420 

and software system for the automated training and assessment of string pulling with a level of precision 421 

that supports the analysis of the relationships between fine motor movements and single-neuron and local-422 

field activity. This level of precision is achieved by using a high-speed (>350 FPS) camera, rotary 423 

encoder, post-processing with DeepLabCut [33] and custom open-source code for tracking limb motion 424 

and neural activity. 425 

Applications for the Training and Assessment of Motor Behaviors 426 

The integration of a continuous “infinite” loop of string with a rotary encoder allows for precise 427 

determination of the length of string pulled and reliable reinforcement. Furthermore, the ability to 428 
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optimize the reward delivered per pull bout allowed for longer bouts and behavioral sessions. To 429 

illustrate, one rat pulled individual bouts of up to 16 meters and a total of 713 meters in a single one-hour 430 

session. This behavior provides an unprecedented amount of data for assessment of movement and neural 431 

activity. Existing behaviors used for assessing reaching/grasping behaviors, such as the vermicelli 432 

grasping task [24] and food-pellet grasping tasks [20–23], do not allow extended training periods nor do 433 

they readily support full-body tracking as the animal is typically free to change their orientation relative to 434 

the camera.  435 

There are potential applications of the PANDA system for investigating motor disorders such as 436 

Parkinson’s and Huntington’s disease, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), and stroke given the 437 

precision, quality, and quantity of bimanual reaching and grasping data generated. To illustrate, recent 438 

research using a manually scored (not automated) string-pulling behavior identified potential motor 439 

consequences of stroke and motor-cortex devascularization [32]. Specifically, this study identified unique 440 

deficits in grasping and supination/pronation of the paw following devascularization. The automation of 441 

the collection of such data and its synchronization to neural activity as described here could significantly 442 

advance such research by allowing the investigation of how these behavioral effects are mirrored in the 443 

neural activity of motor circuits throughout the brain.  444 

String-pulling behaviors are rapidly learned with animals requiring 7-8 days to reliably pull for 445 

~40 bouts within a 20-minute session. The rapid learning of this behavior supports between-group 446 

assessment of motor and skill learning. For example, the acquisition of the task could be evaluated in 447 

animal models of Parkinson’s disease, aging, and Alzheimer’s disease and evaluate the effects of 448 

pharmacological treatment. Most behavioral and neuroscience laboratories performing such research 449 

could implement the string-pulling system described here with minimal cost as it uses off-the-shelf 450 

components and only requires a moderate understanding electronics and coding to build and operate. 451 

Applications for Assessment of Neural Activity 452 

The string-pulling system was synchronized with the video and data acquisition systems to allow 453 

for millisecond-precision analysis of neural and motor activity. To demonstrate this capability, single-unit 454 

activity in motor cortex was mapped onto the start and end of the reach phases of the pulling behavior 455 

(Figure 4ab). In addition, we identified changes in hippocampal theta band activity that correlated with 456 

string pulling and with specific segments of the reach/pull motion (Figure 4hi). This level of detail in the 457 

analysis of motion could help resolve persistent debates regarding the extent sensorimotor and 458 

proprioceptive information drive activity within dorsal hippocampus [48]. In a different domain, it is 459 

conceivable that large datasets of synchronized neural and grasping/reach data on string-pulling task 460 

could support development of improved algorithms for brain-machine interfaces (BMI). 461 

Limitations 462 

While video data collected from our system integrates well with DeepLabCut, it is not currently 463 

compatible with a recently developed Matlab-based approach for analyzing string-pulling behavior 464 

developed by Inayat et al. [49]. This is largely due to the use of high-speed cameras that only collect data 465 

in grayscale, where the Inayat et al. [49] software requires color video data for segmenting paw and string 466 

position. It is conceivable that future versions of our system could use a different camera and incorporate 467 

color video; however, this would likely come at the cost of reduced sampling rates.  468 

Improvements could also be made in the precise segmentation of the reach and grasp motion. For 469 

example, using visual scoring, Blackwell et al. [26] observed subtle changes in elbow position during 470 

different phases of the reach/grasp motion. It is conceivable that, with additional hand-scored training 471 

data, DeepLabCut could be trained to track elbow position and the angle between the elbow and the paw 472 
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as well as the position of each paw digit for assessment of grasping. Such data could allow more fine-473 

grained automated segmentation of movement. 474 
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